Description
Our clip is based on an original idea that came from one of our group members, where we are looking at a topic called
Denial due to shame. Denial due to shame is an idea that explains the journey of a young man whose parents were perpetrators
Was leaving with the shame of what his parents did in the 1994 Genocide against Tutsi and whenever they could talk about
Commemoration he would always deny to his friends that there was no Genocide not because he did not know that it really
Happened however, because he was facing the challenge of shame of what he cannot change.
Message in the story
We should not led the shame of the past blind our eyes to the future as youth in different corners of the world we really we can
Not stay denying what we know that happened in our country we would rather deal with shame but not denying it is ok to feel
Ashamed but it is not ok to deny.
Experience
It was of great pleasure participating in this project about the genocide against Tutsi, on our Side like the actors it was not easy to
Act this story because it was really hard since some of us were not born yet by the 1994 but we hard to understand the idea and
Try to educate our fellow youth. We thank the Renewed Memory Team more especially our mentor Dror and Dili for their great
Support towards the success of this story and finally I want to appreciate each team member in team 3 for their great
Participation and the great work done. I thank you all and looking forward to see us joining hands and fight against denial that
Caused by the shame.
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